




From the deepest reaches of the outer cosmos comes an event unlike any other
seen on the terrestrial sphere! Scientists are ba�ed! Government agencies are
powerless to stop it! Creatures from every cosmic corner and constellation are

descending upon the planet, bringing sights both wondrous and terrifying, with
one common goal in mind: to throw an epic non-stop party beyond the Earth's
comprehension! This is the 23rd Annual Gathering of the Juggalos: The Wicked

Clowns From Outer Space! Prepare your feeble human brain for 4 days of
out-of-this-world freshness that is so much more than a music festival! It's a

Family reunion celebrating the greatest tribe in the galaxy! Outdoor live concerts,
game shows, seminars, wrestling, free camping and so much more await just

beyond the gates of Legend Valley when The Wicked Clowns From Outer Space
invade The Gathering of The Juggalos!

The original Wicked Clowns From Outer Space Tour has gone down in history as
the stu� of Juggalo legend, a nationwide Psychopathic takeover that is still talked
about among Gathering campsites to this day. Now Violent J, Shaggy 2 Dope and
Jumpsteady are gearing up for Phase 2 of the invasion, scaling up the �avor factor
by infusing that intergalactic madness into this year's Gathering! All Juggalos are
encouraged to bring their extraterrestrial A-game in preparation for the Insane

Clown Posse's Earth-shattering event: The Wicked Clowns From Outer Space Show!
As we speak, the Psychopathic Spaceship is being loaded up with Faygo ray guns

and a cadre of creatures from 17 star systems for a performance that you
won't want to miss!
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ICP’s VIP EXPERIENCEICP’s VIP EXPERIENCE

GENERAL INFO

Below is all the important information for this year’s Gathering of the Juggalos (GOTJ)!  

  Legend Valley is a 130-acre privately-owned and fenced-in outdoor music venue, located at 7585 Kindle Road, Thornville, Ohio 43076.
It is operated by a super dope family that has an understanding and respect for our Juggalo family. There is enough camping space to
allow all attendees to camp directly on the grounds for a truly 24-hour experience  (at no additional charge).

LEGEND VALLEYLEGEND VALLEY

GOTJ TICKET / WRISTBAND

BIG BALLA CAMPSITE

VEHICLE PASSES

GOTJ TICKET / WRISTBAND

(20 AND 30 AMP / No Water)   BIG BALLA CAMPSITE

VEHICLE PASSES

The GOTJ wristband you received with a ticket purchase is not to be removed at any time and is your o�cial pass into and out
of Legend Valley (you may come and go as you please). It is good for the entire duration of the festival starting Wednesday, July
5th (at 8 am) until Sunday July 9th (at Noon). This wristband grants you access to all the concerts, wrestling events, parties,
sideshows, competitions, seminars, and much more, at no additional expense to you. Under no circumstances will a replacement
wristband be issued for any wristband that has been damaged, lost, stolen, or destroyed.

No vehicles are allowed inside the camping areas of Legend Valley unless they have the appropriate sticker pass stuck to the driver side
windshield (Car, RV/Trailer, or Big Balla Campsite). These sticker passes may be obtained by turning in the appropriate ticket you purchased
once you arrive. They allow you to park your vehicle at your campsite, and once there, it must remain until the Gathering ends. This will be
strongly enforced to ensure the safety of all our ninjas.
Car Passes apply to vehicles ranging in size from motorcycles to full-sized vans that are not towing trailers. RV/Trailer Passes apply to any
vehicle bigger than a full-sized van (no 18 wheelers) or any vehicle towing a trailer. Big Balla Campsite Passes apply to any vehicle RV size
or smaller, along with whatever they are towing. All vehicle passes are good for the entire duration of the GOTJ starting Wednesday, July 5th
(at 8 am) until Sunday, July 9th (at noon).
Keep in mind that all passengers of these vehicles must also have GOTJ wristbands to enter and they must remain inside the vehicle while
it’s moving. Under no circumstances will a replacement sticker be issued for any that has been damaged, lost, or stolen.

  

Each of these sites are roughly 20’ × 50’. The Big Balla Campsite allows you to park one vehicle of RV size (no 18 wheelers) or smaller (with
or without a trailer) at your site where it must stay until the Gathering ends. Any additional vehicles parked on your site will require their
own Car or RV/Trailer Pass and must �t in your designated area. Big Balla Campsites are not numbered and will be on a �rst come, �rst serve
basis. If you wish to have a Big Balla Campsite adjacent to a friend, then you will need to make sure both vehicles enter the park together.
Vehicles with Big Balla Campsite stickers will also be allowed to enter the Gathering grounds �rst, starting on Tuesday, July 4th
at 6pm. Only vehicles with Big Balla Campsite stickers and their passengers will be allowed to enter at this time.  Keep in mind
that all passengers of these vehicles must also have GOTJ wristbands to enter and they must remain inside the vehicle while it’s
moving (sitting on top of the vehicle or trailer will not be allowed). If there are others who plan on staying at your Big Balla Campsite,
then they will have to wait until everyone else is let in.

 

This highly valued pass allows you to have a special private meet-n-greet with the Insane Clown Posse themselves! With this pass, you
will have an opportunity to share words, get autographs and take photos in a special VIP tent! Not only that, but each ninja that purchases
ICP’s VIP Experience will also receive a gift bag containing the following items:
  VIP Experience Laminated Pass
  ICP Alien Paint Amulet
  Hatchetman Flash Drive with the “Alien Examination” ICP Network Show
  GOTJ 2023 Logo Magnet (6” x 6”)
To redeem, go to the Info Tent with your QR Code 15 minutes before your scheduled date and time for your VIP experience and you will
be able to pick up your gift bag. Afterward, you will be escorted to the VIP tent to meet with ICP. Make sure to keep your VIP Experience
Laminated Pass with you, as this will act as your ticket. Also, keep in mind that you will still need to purchase a GOTJ ticket to get onto
the grounds.
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There is a 15-acre �eld located near the front entrance to Legend Valley where you may park your vehicle for free. Keep in mind there
is NO CAMPING ALLOWED IN THE PARKING AREA!  Due to �re codes, any campsites set up in the parking lot will be moved (go to the
Info Tent for help locating your stu� if this happens to you).
 

PARKING PARKING 

ICP’S ALIEN PROBE ADVENTUREICP’S ALIEN PROBE ADVENTURE

CAMPING

ADA ACCOMMODATIONS

CAMPING

We will be working to ensure all Juggalos have access to all the entertainment and services, regardless of ability. The following is a list
of ADA accommodations. 
 ADA PARKING: Vehicles with a valid Disabled Person Parking Placard will be allowed to park in the ADA parking area, which is
                          the closest parking location to the stages available. 

ADA ACCOMMODATIONS

INFO TENT
This helpful tent is sta�ed 24 hours a day by Gathering sta� to assist anyone with any questions, concerns, or problems they might have.
The people working here are connected via radio to all the event coordinators, and have the power to either help you directly, or get in
contact with those who can. The Info Tent also provides the following other services:
  Information (including event times) and problem-solving capabilities.
  Copies of the Gathering ground maps and event timelines (while they last).
  Lost and Found—Please drop o� any found items here.
  Display of the main prizes you can win at the various contests.
  A promotional area to leave �yers and CDs.
  Volunteer opportunities.
  A recharge station for wheelchairs or any medical-related equipment.   

INFO TENT

ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS:  Located throughout the grounds are accessible port-a-johns. 
WHEELCHAIRS & ADA SCOOTERS:  Bringing personal forms of ADA transportation are encouraged for those with disabilities,
         including wheelchairs and ADA scooters. Please keep in mind that there are no paved roads throughout Legend Valley.
        Also, due to serious safety concerns, no golf carts, minibikes, or other motorized vehicles will be permitted under any circumstances. 
ADA TAXI SERVICE:  We have dedicated several 24-hour-a-day golf cart taxis to assist those with disabilities in getting around
        the park. (Please ask for the ADA taxi cell phone number at the Box O�ce or Info Tent if you need this service.) Please do not
        call for this taxi unless you truly need assistance getting around, as you would be depriving others who rely on this service.  
 CHARGING:  If you need to recharge your wheelchair or any medical-related equipment, you can do so at the Recharging Tent
        (next to the Info Tent). Please bring all the cords needed to charge your device; charges must use a 110-volt, 20-amp circuit.   
 

Join ICP as they explore a secluded area of Ohio’s deep woods known to be a UFO hotspot! With over 130 sightings of UAPs within the
last 6 months and almost a dozen �rsthand accounts of alien abductions, this expedition is bound to run into extraterrestrial trouble
of the third kind! ICP will be your guides, as they are joined by the illusive Colonel Chode the Ecuadorian Minister of Air Defense, on an
hour-long hay wagon expedition, with a mission to unravel this mysterious ET phenomenon. Will you have an otherworldly encounter
that could result in your ori�ces being probed? If you are lucky enough to land one of the few tickets for this epic adventure, you may
just �nd out! With this adventure you will also receive:   
   A gift bag containing the following collectibles:
   ICP’s Alien Probe Adventure Laminated Pass 
   ICP’s “Wicked Clowns from Outer Space” Collectible CD Single (300 made)
   Wicked Clowns from Outer Space Amulet
   Hatchet Spaceman Hat Pin
   GOTJ Alien Green Glowstick
   A quick Meet-and-Greet experience with ICP just before the adventure begins.
   The privilege of participating in the Faygo Armageddon on either Thursday or Saturday Night (depending on which
ICP’s Alien Probe Adventure you purchased) during the climax of ICP’s set on the main stage! 
To redeem, go to the Info Tent (with your QR code) 30 minutes before your scheduled date and time for your ICP’s Alien Probe
Adventure, and you will be able to pick up your gift bag. Afterward, you will wait to be escorted backstage to board the hay wagon to
begin your adventure. Make sure to keep your ICP’s Alien Probe Adventure Laminated Pass with you, as this will act as your ticket.
Also, keep in mind that you will still need to purchase a GOTJ ticket to get onto the grounds. 

Once you enter Legend Valley with your GOTJ ticket, you are free to camp in any of the designated camping areas on a �rst come, �rst
serve basis. These locations will be clearly marked on the GOTJ map of Legend Valley, which will be available in the GOTJ program, and
on JuggaloGathering.com. Keep in mind that the Gathering sta� reserve the right to move any tent, vehicle, or camp�re, to handle
disputes, or if they are located on a road, or an uno�cial camping area (such as the parking lot). There are some key rules that everyone
must follow when camping:
  All tents and vehicles must be 15 feet from any other tent, vehicle, or camp�re in all directions.
  Do not camp in-between any row of metal poles, as these mark �re lanes that must remain open.
  Make sure to safely contain, maintain, and extinguish all camp�res.
  All vehicles at a campsite must have the appropriate vehicle sticker pass placed on the driver’s side front windshield at all times.
  Please be respectful of your adjacent neighbors, especially when it comes to excessive noise at night.
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The Medical Tent will be sta�ed by trained paramedics 24 hours a day to handle any of your medical needs. There will also be an
ambulance on hand to transport anyone with a serious medical emergency quickly to a nearby hospital. 

MEDICAL TENT 

RULES 

SECURITY   

MEDICAL TENT 

RULES 

SECURITY   

The following is a list of key rules to help keep everyone safe and ensure a good time for all. We ask that everyone respects the property
of Legend Valley. The family that has allowed us into their home are good people, who have not only opened their arms to us, but have
also proven to have a complete understanding and respect for our family. We also ask ninjas to refrain from showing up early to the
Gathering. This has caused problems in the past, and we ask that everyone honor this request as well as the following other rules:
  No selling of illegal substances or the breaking of any other laws.
  No underage or excessive drinking, or substance abuse.
  NO GOLF CARTS, MINI BIKES, FOUR-WHEELERS, E-BIKES OR MOTORIZED VEHICLES.
  No sitting on top of any moving vehicle or trailer. 
  Children must be supervised by adults.
  No vandalism or destruction of property.
  No cutting of trees, damaging plant life, or hurting wild animals.
  The speed limit while on the grounds is 5mph.
  No animals.
  No weapons, glass, or dangerous objects.
  NO FIREWORKS.
  No spray paint.
  No outside �rewood (Legend Valley will be selling �rewood if needed).
  No littering, especially at the campsites.
  No selling of food or manufactured merchandise (especially bootlegged merch). 

CONTINUED  GENERAL INFO

GOOD ADVICE 
The following are some good tips on how to stay prepared as you venture forth into the GOTJ experience:
 Bring plenty of food to last you the entire time.
 Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
 Wear hats and light-colored clothing while staying in the shade to stay cool.
 Bring warm clothing for nighttime (it can get chilly).
 Sunscreen is always a good idea, even on an overcast day.
 When camping, make sure to bring the right supplies (tent, sleeping bag, rain gear, �ashlight, bug spray, toiletries,
                towels, folding chair, etc.)
 Bring a cell phone or some way to communicate.
 Avoid any kind of substance abuse…know your limits. 

GOOD ADVICE 

There are several ATMs located on the grounds for quick leafy green access. Users are responsible for all transactions as there will be no refunds. 
ATMs

FOOD COURTS 

BOTTLE FILL STATIONS  

CONVENIENCE STORE  

SHOWER TRAILERS  

TEARDOWN  

ATMs

This area will feature a kaleidoscope of dope, rare, o�ensive, and Gathering exclusive merchandise from Psychopathic Records and its
roster of artists. This will also be the spot to �nd merchandise from all other artists performing, as well as a variety of other vendors. 

MERCHANDISE BAZAAR   MERCHANDISE BAZAAR

Many food courts will be located throughout the Gathering grounds serving delicious food and tasty beverages, including Faygo!.   
FOOD COURTS 

There are several �ll stations spaced throughout the Gathering grounds where you may get fresh drinking water to �ll your containers.   
BOTTLE FILL STATIONS  

This 24-hour store will strive to meet all of your basic needs, by supplying an abundance of useful items. You will �nd everything from
condoms, disposable cameras, over-the-counter medications, and much more.
   

CONVENIENCE STORE  

Two free shower trailers will be located by the main stage. One will be designated for females and the other for males. The only time
they are not operating is from 4 to 8am.   

SHOWER TRAILERS  

After the three full days of �avor, it will be time to head out. Sunday (July 9th, 2023) is the o�cial tear-down day, when everyone will
be expected to be cleared out of Legend Valley and the parking lot by noon.   

TEARDOWN  
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Anyone who needs to get a hold of security for any reason can either go to the Ticket Trailer (located by the front entrance) or the Info Tent.
Security personnel will be located all throughout the Gathering grounds as well and will be there to help you if needed. Their purpose is
not to restrict people’s fun, but rather to ensure everyone is acting in a safe and non-destructive manner while at the Gathering.
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STAGE HOST: UNCLE JUFF WITH DJ DEVERAUX 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 5th

From the blackest holes of outer space, a craft will emerge and descend upon the Earth, transporting a sacred
entity only known as FREEZE MARTIAN! This manipulator of time and space will be touching down on The
Intergalactic Stage to deliver a message to the people of this world, and that message is simple…COMPLETE
ANNIHILATION! The Martian General has been vaporizing stages and bending minds for the past decade and
has big plans to captivate all of those in attendance at this year's Gathering of The Juggalos, for his second solo
appearance at the underground's greatest festival!

Introducing AL MAL (aka AdotWAKE), the electrifying indie hip hop sensation ready to ignite the Inter-
galactic stage! With an unstoppable presence and a magnetic fusion of hardcore east coast rap, conscious
hip-hop, nerdcore, and horrorcore in�uences, AL MAL captivates people worldwide. Currently on tour
for his powerful new album "I'm Not White," AL MAL pushes boundaries and sparks important conversations.
His dynamic artistry, showcased through daily livestreams on Twitch, has garnered millions of views and
solidi�ed him as an emerging force in the underground. Enlist in the cult-like following known as the
AL MAL ARMY during his debut performance at the GOTJ, sure to leave all ninjas craving more!

Hailing from a trap house in the northeast woods of New England, The 6ix brings an aggressive stage show
that few can match and no one forgets. Expect a well-polished performance that does not utilize backing
vocals which is rare in today's music scene. The 6ix is what you get if The Lox and The $uicideboy$ met in hell
to battle SlipKnot and Tech N9ne. Get ready to open up the pit when the Devil comes to Gather.

Klokwerk E aka "The Silver Boof Boys" are coming to bring that werk! With music that is intended to resonate
with the heart of the Juggalo community, they bring a mix of Hip-Hop, Disco and fresh energy to the stage!
The hype and support of the Juggalos landed them on this stage and they plan to put on a life-changing
performance from a distant dimension. Come and join us as we "boof scoot and boogie" into deep space on
the �rst night of the gathering with Klokwerk E!

You hear the bass crush from the West Side of the galaxy, �ying in on a futuristic 3030 Cadillac, the undisputed
trailblazer of West Coast Wicked Shit - we present to you…HEXXX! Holding the Mainstage hostage for a 3rd
muhfuckin consecutive year, the G'd up braided & faded green-eyed devil himself is bringing that RAW Golden
Coast sound! Notably HEXXX joined forces with C17 and took the scene by storm with the success of his album
Demon Season. The hype surrounding his upcoming project Tales of a Cursed G has the underground in a
straight up chokehold! A leader of the wicked shit movement for generations to come and here to set o�
GOTJ '23 opening night, give it up for HEXXX!!!

A swarm of bats obscures the dusk sky in a �ittering black cloud descending upon Legend Valley, which can
only signify one thing: The long-awaited return of Kung Fu Vampire to The Gathering Of The Juggalos. From
the moment he popped up making noise on the music scene, Juggalos recognized this independent artist
and true original as one of their own with an energy embraced and re�ected by the west coast icon himself!
From kicking a Hip-Hop take on classic gothic romance with "Dead Sexy" to infusing his distinct rap style with
the radical 80's nostalgia of "Come Dawn", Kung Fu Vampire de�ned his career by doing his own thing outside
of mainstream musical trends. Now's your chance to see that philosophy of dopeness in action when Kung Fu
Vampire hits the stage to rock with his people, the Juggalos, live and in e�ect at The Gathering!

Sound the �re alarm, it's audio arson! Bringing you more metal-infused hip-hop than a squad of rapping
Terminators, nobody de�nes "de�ance" like The Dropout Kings! From punishing percussion to mastering vocal
styles from every era of nu-metal, musically the GlitchGang has every angle covered like a sniper's nest!
Now they have their sights trained on another Gathering go-around! Aggression is the order of the day when
The Dropout Kings hit the stage to demonstrate why they call it Riot Music! So put your pit skills to the test and
see if you can hang with the best at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

Juggalos! From Ahead of Time and Space, with a legacy planted �rmly in the annals of Reel Life, The Gathering
of the Juggalos proudly presents to you a Detroit institution: the one and only NATAS! When the sun fades and
a devilish moon arises, the Multikillionaires Esham and Mastamind will emerge, carrying the �ame of the late,
great TNT inside them and bringing all the smoke of a Devil's Night house �re to the stage! Their rap arsenal
consists of nothing less than Detroit Wicked Shit classics, with Esham's legendary on-stage energy joined by
Mastamind's savage, one-of-a-kind �ow in the perfect combination for a rare and iconic Gathering
performance! Is it All in Yo Head? Nah son, this is Reel Life and it's reely goin' down at The Gathering of The Juggalos!



NIGHTMARE STAGE: WEDNESDAY NIGHT
STAGE HOST: CLOWNVIS 

STAGE HOST: ZACKASS WITH DJ CHUNK 

THURSDAY, JULY 6th
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Korihor sent a Faygo �avored shockwave through the horrorcore world when they smacked your eardrums
and eyeballs with their “Witches In The Trap House” music video. But these spooky boys aren’t any
smelly-assed one-trick pony. A connection that began through the internet has resulted in the creation 
of a new sound, a new entity of this darkness. Thicc Criss from Indiana brings the savage production
(and is the only one actually singing). King Wicked from Virginia brings a tall glass full of lyrics. Cartoon
Bondurant, hailing from Michigan, packs a mean bag full of punch lines even though he’s the shortest 
guy in the group. Whoop Whoop!

Many recording artists, including ICP, would agree: a true testament to a band's greatness is measured by
their longevity. Many caught the wave of 90's alternative rock, but few managed to grab ahold of that
bitch and surf it into the present like Sponge! Frontman Vinnie Dombroski is nothing less than a class
act whose rousing, genuine rock'n'roll spirit has endured the rise and fall of MTV and major labels, leaving
behind a musical footprint that is truly timeless! Songs such as "Plowed" and "Molly" are ubiquitous,
decade-de�ning songs, and we expect nothing less from a band founded and formed in the one and
only Detroit Rock City! With the release of 2021's "Lavatorium", they're still going strong and that's why
we're proud to bring Sponge out to rock with us at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

One of the freshest things about putting on The Gathering of The Juggalos is the opportunity to reach
world renowned icons and legends and put them in front of a Juggalo audience. As part of that ongoing
series, this year it's our pleasure to bring to The Gathering stage: Arrested Development! For 30 years,
Speech and his eclectic crew of dancers and musicians have been Hip-Hop trailblazers!  They have won
multiple awards as the �rst names in conscious rap the world over and made their national mark as the
musical voice of the deep south long before Bounce had a foothold on the scene! Now the soulful,
realer-than-real sounds, sights and stories of the Vagabond Productions out�t are set to descend upon
the Intergalactic Stage, promising a night of musical mesmerism that won't soon be forgotten! Everyday
People stand up, this one's for y'all!

We know from the down south Clown Towns that everything's bigger in Texas, but we suspect this artist
just might be that whole idea personi�ed! Big swagger, big ice, big trucks, big beats with big talent to
match! We're talkin' Texas Big in human form! Holy shit Juggalos, it's Ri� Ra�! In the land where there's
no end in sight to the lights glowing in the dark, we bring to the stage The Neon Icon! The man bold
enough to take the distinct �avor of Texas rap and mix it up his way with EDM and trap-style production
to create colorful, bangin', absolute booty-shakin' dopeness! But don't let the �avor fool you, Juggalos,
the epicness at hand grew from roots of slangin' burnt CDs and mixtapes, and Ra� damn sure ain't scared
to pick up a mic and rip a freestyle! There's nothing about that we don't like, and you can come get with
it too at The Gathering of The Juggalos! 

Step into the Juggalo TARDIS, we're calibrating the date and taking a space-time trip back to 1999! The
original Wicked Clowns From Outer Space Tour was a touchstone moment in Juggalo history and many
ninjas’ initiation into The Dark Carnival way of life. That's 23 years ago! Some of you ninjas were still
droppin' deuces in your SpongeBob Underoos! Well lucky you, Psychopathic is taking it back like a time
traveling repo man when the Insane Clown Posse brings to you The Wicked Clowns From Outer Space
Show! The spectacle you will witness is a faithful recreation of the original 1999 performance, from the
OG set list to elaborate creature e�ects courtesy of legendary SFX wizard Roy Sota! So, whether you're
reliving your days as a young Juggalo or this is a performance you only wish you'd ever seen, we're
bridging the gap between past and present in a musical wormhole that can only be experienced at
The Gathering of The Juggalos! 



STAGE HOST: VAMPIRO WITH SHAGGY THE AIRHEAD 

FRIDAY, JULY 7th

For those of you that don’t know, The Hatchet Man Project is a Heavy Metal band that converts ICP’s songs into
what they call Psychopathic Metal. In the spring of 2022, The Hatchet Man Project was formed with one goal,
play the Gathering! After being selected, the band started its journey towards creating a set that Juggalos
would remember and talk about as one of the standout performances of last year’s GOTJ! For the past year, the
band has been preparing for another opportunity to play the Gathering. By popular demand, they’re back
again and promise to bring the most brutal, mosh pit worthy set of ICP classics imaginable!

Calling Whitney Peyton an "indie darling" might just get you rocked in your nugget fam! This Philly girl is
nothing less than a powerhouse, with mad years’ worth of skin in the game! Having toured with the likes of
R.A. The Rugged Man, Kottonmouth Kings, and Jelly Roll, she quickly proved her Firecracker energy was
enough to break any industry barrier! And speaking of energy, she's gearing up for the release of her latest
project, "Side E�ects", by coming out to rock with the Juggalos! Gathering vets know her live show is a ca�eine
fueled fever dream somewhere between a funhouse and a psych ward, which suits the atmosphere of this
party just �ne! Let's give a whoop whoop and a woopty woo woo one time for Whitney Peyton! 

In the wide world of rap characters, only one stands out with hair like a house �re and a chest loaded with raps
ready to spit like the circle drum of a Tommy Gun. That's right! It's Rittz, bitch! Let the mainstream think whatever
it wants, everyone knows Juggalos are some of the �rst to identify a rising star, and we've been rocking with
Johnny Valiant since the very beginning! The Clintel Cartel King has gone on to capture the attention of the
entire nation! Rittz's overclocked �ow has made him an illustrious �xture in the world of chopper rap while also
being capable of dropping seamlessly into smooth, melody-laced hooks with the same delivery. Now that's
talent you can't front on, but you CAN stand front row to witness him spit at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

The Juggalo Psypher is a hip-hop showcase celebrating the elite skills of individual rap talents who are proud
to call themselves 'Juggalos'! Now the winners of last year's Psypher are back to spit it live and in your face for
The Gathering Audience! We have for your earhole's amazement: The microphone madman, NGS! A �ex from
one of New York's �nest, Trey Magic! The for-real-no-shit talk of New England and the Juggalo world, rapper/actor
Tierre Diaz! The Rap Ray Charles, Big Flu�! The inimitable machine-gun spitter, GunnerB! The Detroit Demon
and Shrunken Head Entertainment alumni, Zitro! For Juggalos By Juggalos is the motto, and we're kicking
things o� by proving how real it is at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

Once upon a time, the sonic vibrations unleashed by rock'n'roll's Prince of Darkness blasted from his band's
stadium speakers and across time and space. The powerful tritone frequencies reached a faraway realm of both
childhood imagination and targeted fast-food marketing, leaving the dimension forever altered. Now these
warped enforcers claiming The Playplace turf are descending upon The Land of The Juggalos to force-feed the
audience a feast of high calorie rock! Get ready to experience a melty quarter pounder of familiar ri�s and
imagery that will move your body and boggle your mind until you're in the throes of a McMoshPit!
This is: MAC SABBATH! 

You heard it right, Juggalos! The speculative rumblings that pricked ears up across the entire underground are
true! It's the return of The Mud Mouthed Ghetto Cowboy known as Yelawolf to The Gathering of The Juggalos!
He's tested the constraints of the rap genre via diverse collaborations and applied the poetic language of the
streets to the equally harsh realities of the gritty south in a way that was undeniably in�uential. One thing you
can say about the OG Slumerican is, he's not afraid of a challenge! His �rst performance on our Main Stage has
gone down as the stu� of Gathering legend, and now he's back to once again to make some noise as we
suspect only Yelawolf can!

It remains an open secret that beneath the dry Nevada desert lie hidden bases where shadowy military and
intelligence forces house things not of this world. Only a single creature commanding knowledge over The
Four Elements has ever managed to refuse containment inside one such subterranean hive of steel. Is he
extraterrestrial? Interdimensional? Though his origin is unclear, he announces his species proudly with one
word: Juggalo! That's right, Ouija Macc returns to The Gathering of The Juggalos! Fresh from planting his
Chapter 17 �ag across the pond on his �restorm UK tour, Ouija Macc is set to shake Main Stage once again like
a dog with an attitude problem! Scroll Keepers and Wasteland Warriors already know he channels Dark Carnival
magic like a shaman with every Gathering performance, and if you ain't familiar, come see the dopeness for
yourself to experience EXACTLY what we're talking about!



STAGE HOST: CLOWNVIS WITH DJ CLAY

SATURDAY, JULY 8th

NORMUNDY is a spirited group which combines rock, rap, and EDM into a distinct sonic experience. Drawing
in�uence from across the musical spectrum, the Indianapolis-based band delivers powerful lyrics, genre-
breaking soundscapes, and a �ery and infectious live energy wrapped in a deep-rooted spiritual message.
One moment you'll be dancing to a rave-like beat and the next you'll be moshing to a guitar-driven breakdown,
immersed all the while through lyrics about our metaphysical connection with the Universe and one another.
This performance will be one you can’t predict and one you won’t forget.

9 Dead brings a sound more sinister than a boiling hot faygo hurled out of hell by the devil himself! The sounds
of Slamming Deathcore will liberate the rage from your Juggalo soul as you mosh out every bit of angst that
haters have tried to throw your way. From the industrial and scenic ruins of Gloucester City, NJ, 9 Dead delivers
the sonic smackdown with super mosh metal mayhem! Playing steadily to support their debut album, their
2021 GOTJ main stage performance & prominent collaborations with genre icons have garnered them a strong
internet buzz. The extreme sounds feature sick slams and breakdowns that will have you dancing like a wild
ninja in the woods!

Our commitment to bringing you out-of-this-world acts continues when we welcome for the very �rst time to
The Gathering stage: Alien Ant Farm! Since bursting onto the national scene in 2001 with a chart-topping
literal ri� on The King of Pop's classic "Smooth Criminal", Alien Ant Farm has been packing venues from here to
the UK with their signature alt-rock sound! Their dedication to taking that style and applying it to whatever the
hell they feel like was so in�uential it even reached the Wicked Clowns themselves, leading to a killer collab on
the "Yum Yum's Lure" EP! Now in celebration, reciprocation, and rocki�cation, they've been invited to shred in
front of a live Juggalo audience in what's sure to be a historic set not to be missed!

When you feel the �oor of Legend Valley rumble beneath your feet, you may suspect you've been caught in an
earthquake. Then the reverb strikes. It dawns on you that this is the legendary power of a man whose voice
could move mountains. A man known as The Genius. The one, the only: BIG KRIZZ KALIKO! The dynamic musical
powerhouse at long last RETURNS to The Gathering of The Juggalos, set to bring the performative energy that
has transformed him into a worldwide sensation home to the familiar painted faces of The Family! This head
of household for Ear House Inc. is not just a long-time homie but also a brother-at-arms, all wrapped up in one
gale-force entertainer! Juggalos, give it up one time for KALI BABY!

When you ask The Gathering for a throwback, we throw it all the way back like taking shots with Mr. Peabody!
We are once again honored to be hosting for you, The Juggalos, the phattest and baddest of rap classics!
The ones who taught an ENTIRE GENERATION what it meant to rap the beat! None other than The Sugarhill
Gang! The in�uence of "Rappers Delight" cannot be overstated, the success of that de�ning classic creating
a butter�y e�ect that would go on to change the entire musical landscape the world over! Now the icons are
coming to celebrate that epic 40-year legacy by bringing the party the only way they know how, and since
this is The Gathering of The Juggalos, you know it's gonna go o� like nothing they've ever seen! 

Get ready for your wigs to be peeled back because we present to you one of the most requested groups of the
past two years! ZillaKami and SosMula are two trap metal titans who bring the �re to the stage as they come
out blastin', with a no-holds-barred assault of anti-authoritarian lyrics over metal-infused beats that's live and
in your face like a head-on car crash! They bring the type of �avor you ain’t gonna be able to sit still for! This is
certi�ed pit music, combining cell block aggression, psych ward insanity, and the energy of a burning building
into a single stage event that threatens to ignite the crowd into an explosive frenzy, the likes of which have
never been seen! The Gathering has always been the underground's �rst home for extreme music, so we are
beyond stoked to present to you, the Juggalos…City Morgue!
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They came to Earth once before from beyond the stars, blazing a Faygo-soaked trail of space-based bedlam across
the nation, leaving the planet ba�ed and in awe! Little did the people of what they call 'The Dirtball' suspect, that
was just the recon mission! On the �nal day of the Gathering, Commander Violent J and Darth Shaggy 2 Dope return,
bringing behind them a �eet of starships known to the intergalactic underground as The Hatchetman Armada!
Prepare for The Wicked Clowns From Outer Space Show: Part 2! First conceived as a tour before the world got sucked
into The Bone Zone, the show many feared would never be comes to life as a once-in-a-lifetime Gathering
performance! This ain't no George Lucas Special Edition either! This is the show as originally envisioned: Featuring
all new sci-� special e�ects and distinct song selection from Insane Clown Posse!  It's an interstellar event of
historical proportions as only The Gathering could provide! 



WEDNESDAY, JULY 5th

SUMMONER’S CIRCLE    2:15 PM ZOMBI3CULT    3 PM 

BENNY BUTTONZ    4:30 PM KINGSMEN    5:15 PM 

FREEZE MF    3:45 PM

THE COURSING    3:10 AMZITRO    2:30 AMGUNNERB    1:50 AM

NGS    11:10 PM
TREY MAGIC WITH SPLICE

(DOCTORS OF DOOM)    11:50 PM TIERRE DIAZ    12:30 AM BIG FLUFF    1:10 AM



THURSDAY, JULY 6th
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What do you get when you take four decades of New York City grit and �lter it through the laser-focused lens of a
Hip-Hop icon? You get a bona �de legend! So, clear the stage and make way for the return of a legend to The
Gathering of the Juggalos: None other than R.A. the Rugged Man with DJ LALA! The man whose mind is one part
madhouse and two parts grindhouse, has found a peculiar fellowship with the Juggalos and is once again making
it a point to come out and rock with his people! Witness for yourself this rap maverick command the mic with the
acute lethality of a gunman in a Peckinpah western with a performance that Gathering myths are literally made of!
Come kick it with R.A. and you'll see why it's said that both Juggalos and legends never die! 

Thick clouds of potent loud smoke rise like pillars into the night sky, heralding The Return of the King to The Gathering
of The Juggalos! For almost 30 years now, D-Loc has been blessing microphones and elevating minds with the authentic
Cali stoner spirit in his music, and now The Weedman is coming home to where his message �rst found its footing
amongst The Family! Put one in the sky as D-Loc gives you a Royal tour through the ages showcasing an audio legacy
that has made him a straight up icon in the hallowed halls of Juggalo history! You already know we're getting spacey
with it this year, and with D-Loc in the house you can bet the King's congregation is in good hands at The Gathering
of The Juggalos! 

For centuries, folk legends spoke of an ancient race of menacing creatures that have terrorized human civilization from
city to village. Where once their primal claws were used only to shred human skin, they have now evolved to shred on
guitar, bass and drums! Juggalos, behold the Nekrogoblikon! The Dark Carnival has always been a friend to beings
strange and unusual, and when you just so happen to be a horde of mythic beasts AND be pro�cient musicians in the
craft of Death Metal... well, that's a win/win in our book! Get ready to go Goblin Mode when Dickie Allen, Raptor,
Goldberg, Brown & Diamond take to the stage to deliver a pit-punishing, mind-�ummoxing barrage of sounds and
sights unlike anything in the history of Metal! Nekrogoblikon are not only awesome but also the ONLY Goblin-themed
Technical Melodic Death Metal Band endorsed by famed spokesperson/author/insurance salesman/cryptid John
Goblikon, and you can come see why at The Gathering of The Juggalos! 

Cemetery smoke and burning ritual cedar, impressions of all things sinister like the aura of haunted places just before
the ghosts emerge, announcing themselves with the bleeding immediacy of screaming wounds. Raven, Stitches, The
Doctor, and Muppet appear on stage like characters from your most memorable nightmares, joining the corpse
painted forces of their Dark Metal Carnival with the Juggalos’ own. Heavy ri�s marry melody and discord, like hearing
limericks sung from long-abandoned houses as this morbid menagerie of mis�t rockers perform creepy-catchy
tunes in a marching, theatrical take on The Wicked Shit that any Juggalo can appreciate! So, for those who like
it dark, we present for you a bird of a deeper color: this is Raven Black!  

REDEFIND    12:10 PM SEENLOC    1 PM ABSTRAKT    1:40 PM

BARZ!    3:50 PMWIL E. HAZE & FAYGO GANG    3:10 PMHEATHEN SUN    2:20 PM

R.A. THE RUGGED MAN W/ DJ LALA     11:30PM 

D-LOC     12:30 AM 

NEKROGOBLIKON     1:30 AM

RAVEN BLACK     2:30 AM



FRIDAY, JULY 7th

FACETATMAMI    2:10 PM KACE CAYNE    2:50 PM BABBLE THE DEMON    3:30 PM

JVNEBVG    4:10 PM MATT FOY    4:50 PM DARBY O’TRILL    5:30 PM

Like a space pirate claiming Planet BAXWAR, Madchild returns to raid the stage at The Gathering of The Juggalos! If
you don't know the name, odds are you don't know the game, because his distinct voice and presence has in�ltrated
every lane of The Underground, as he proves he is the goblin he says he is! This certi�ed spitter is arguably the best to
come out of Canada for his uncanny ability to �ip punchlines with lyrics that run a rap spectrum on topics ranging from
the absurd to personal, all while skillfully keeping the party going! If there's a beat The Canadian Werewolf couldn't abuse,
he hasn't met it yet, plus the fact he fucks with Juggalos is a secret he's never kept. So to that, we raise our Hatchets and
Battleaxes high with all due respect!

With all the eclectic and wild styles that emerge in the music game, every once in a while, you come across an artist
whose default setting is simply, "GO HARD"! Shakewell turns down for nothing and that's to the audience's bene�t,
with a distinct voice that rides smooth over the top of the beat like �re running across gasoline to deliver lyrics that
operate on several layers and threaten to �y over the heads of surface-level listeners! Now this $UICIDEBOY$ constant
collaborator and G59 contender has his sights set to ignite The Gathering crowd with his distinctive energy! So, who's
ready to get up and get lit with BIG JUICE THA SIP? Fuck around and �nd out at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

BOOM! We present to you two beasts from the east with the bass that could either mean bumps or ball bats to the face!
It's Freewill! Together Meth and Mage bring a vibe of punk rock anarchy to the trap, capturing the legacy of NYC
Underground in a Vulcan Death Grip that has earned the appreciation of Juggalos everywhere! These Gathering vets
are so dope, in fact, they even managed to capture the attention of The Duke of the Wicked Himself, having joined
forces with the legendary Esham for the recently dropped killer collab video "GODZILLA"! Stream that bad boy now
in anticipation as we rev up our engines and get ready for FREEWILL to rock your face at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

Who is the big beautiful boisterous bootylicious baddie bringing burger ballads and bangers to The Gathering stage?
Lardi B, that's fuckin' who! By popular demand, we brought the foremost Pop Parody Princess back to the forefront to
delight and entertain a cadre of space bound Juggalos while leaving all the mere Earthlings in the dirtball dust!
'Shine' is just one word that only begins to describe the awesomeness of this dynamite entertainer who plucks platinum
hits and douses them in her own �avorful sauce like the musical equivalent of fusion cuisine, and the best way to grab a
taste for yourself is to come rock with Lardi B at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

MADCHILD     MIDNIGHT

SHAKEWELL     1 AM

FREEWILL     2 AM 

LARDI B     3 AM



SATURDAY, JULY 8th

ROB ZILLA     12:10 PM SHILOW     12:50 PM THE GOD BOMBS     1:30 PM

BELUSHI SPEED BALL    4 PMTSO-GHOSTLY    3:20 PM
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THE CLOWNVIS PITCH BLACK FLASHLIGHT & GLOWSTICK BLASTOFF PARTY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT: MID TO 4 AM
Buckle up and prepare for blasto� because we're going deep space with it, courtesy
of the consummate circus crooner, Clownvis! Five minutes with this guy is enough to
know he's not from this planet, so who better to host a throw down that captures the
vibe of an entire galaxy? We're talking a party staged in full darkness as the music
bumps, save for the cosmic phenomenon of glowsticks illuminating the mysterious
�gures dancing like ort clouds across the solar system! Be sure to pack your �ashlight,
strobe bracelets, and any fresh lighting e�ects to bring your own Juggalo starlight
shine to the proceedings! In space, nobody can hear you scream, but fuck that, we
came to see you rage! 

CHAPTER 17 PRESENTS: JUGGALO JIM’S BLOWDOWN! THE MOST POPPIN’ PARTY ON
THE PLANET!  THURSDAY NIGHT: MIDNIGHT TO 4 AM
The whole Chapter 17 crew will be in full e�ect, providing your ear holes with some ULTRA
RARE bumps going all night long. Big 17 aka Ouija Macc himself will be playing a DJ set for
the �rst time ever! You'll be hearing unreleased tracks, wicked shit classics, new music,
remixes, deep cuts, dance music, and all types of freshness! Might just bring a lil taste of
DARCC 2 tha PLANET!! Mystery special guests and mad �avor you just have to be there to
witness live in person. Fucc your sleep, bring your appetite! Thrilling Foods Bakon will be
grillin’ all night!!! No Ju�s allowed besides our dear Uncle Ju�y!! CHAPTER 17!!!

MIKE E. CLARK’S OUT OF THIS ORBIT ATMOSPHERIC AFTER PARTY
SATURDAY NIGHT: MIDNIGHT TO 4 AM
Rumor has it that the OG mad scientist Mike E. Clark has been in clandestine collaborative
contact with The Wicked Clowns from Outer Space for decades, so they've called upon their
greatest Earthling conspirator to celebrate a successful invasion by closing out The Gathering
of The Juggalos in epic Psychopathic intergalactic fashion! In the wake of all the outer space
insanity that has descended upon this year's Gathering, the planet is forever changed, and all
that's left to do is party! All Juggalos are invited to rejoice in the world remade by getting
down to their favorite Dark Carnival classics, chopped, remixed and reassimilated by the
master of the murder mix himself, Mike E. Clark! His legendary mash-ups �ip familiar tunes
you know and love to become brand new boogies that are a di�erent animal entirely like an
alien shape-shifter! We're taking it out the atmosphere for this �nal event, but like Mike
himself, we don't stop, we just turn it all around Gathering-style, baby!

SHAGGYTHEAIRHEAD & DEVEREAUX’S GREEN FOAM ALIEN HUMAN ABDUCTION PARTY
FRIDAY NIGHT: 1 TO 4 AM
The Wicked Clowns from Outer Space have invaded, but their earthbound tactics are just
one element of the takeover! You're now captured aboard the mothership, where the
extraterrestrial beat blastin' heat masters Devereaux and Shaggy the Airhead have been
tasked with performing outrageous experiments on your human senses! They're set to test
the e�ect of beaming strong audio vibrations on the Juggalo body while immersing it in
the foamy green regurgitation of a beast from beyond the stars! Keen-eyed ninjas might
recognize the familiar E.T. homie �lling up the dance �oor with its frothy gut �ora, but
don't stare too long! Every now and then this hungry space creature will straight up
devour a party goer to the delight of the alien overlords and Juggalos alike!
HOLY SHIT! We're going o�-world and o� the rails at The Gathering of The Juggalos! 
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SIDESHOWS
LUNATIK & SUNSHINE’S BIZZAR BIZAAR WEDDING
WEDNESDAY: 12:30 – 1:30 PM - BLASTOFF STAGE
Attention Juggalo/lette Aliens and humans from all over the galaxy and of this dirt ball! You are all
invited to witness something spectacular, a truly bizarre wedding to behold; Come watch Lunatik
& Sunshine get married at this year’s Gathering of The Juggalos. Wednesday afternoon at 12:30,
this bizarre wedding shall commence. At the end of the wedding, there will be a Faygo Shower
outside the tent for everyone to be able to participate in!  Join us in showering the newly wedded
with love and best wishes from the family. Bringing extra Faygo is highly encouraged in case of a
shortage, and you may bring a gift for the two if you wish. There will also be a banner signing after
the Faygo Shower which everyone may participate in. If anyone would like to help with tear down
and clean up, it would be appreciated. Whoop Whoop!

After traveling from the Deepest reaches of the Cosmos, Battling Evildoers & Having Orbital Relations
with Space Hotties Onda Regular, everyone's favorite Space Traveling Stoners/Rappers Mc-HOR &
theJackofHearts have touched down on Earth for the Gathering of the Juggalos and they want to
celebrate with the FAMILY! They've decided to Host the Most EPIC Smoke Session this Galaxy has
EVER seen Complete with Music, Contests, prizes, & More for all you HORz!!! Go grab your Homies
 Onda Regular & Come get lit with Mc-HoR & theJackofHearts at the IntHORgalactic Smoke Session!!!
WHOOP WHOOP!!! First 100 people in attendance will receive a FREE autographed digital download
card of Mc-HOR & theJackofHearts: Stoners vs Zombies. Contest Prizes include Merch, Smoking
accessories & More. Any HOR wishing to Enter a contest please show up 20 minutes early.

Inviting all beings from every corner of the galaxy! Come & witness the Juggalette-created,
spellbinding, seductive display of clown magic that is Juggalesque! Let our troupe of some of the
FINEST Juggalo ladies take you on a journey of Burlesque that has been baptized in Faygo for your
viewing pleasure. Join us for an entire hour �lled to the brim with the embodiment of the art of
striptease, caricature, parody, and EXTRAVAGANZA! A collection of sparkling performances cultivated
by some of the DOPEST women from within the ranks of our very own Juggalo family. Show up
and show out with the captivating beauties of Juggalesque! 

MC-HOR & THEJACKOFHEARTS: INTHORGALACTIC SMOKE SESSION 
WEDNESDAY: 2 – 3 PM - BLASTOFF STAGE

JUGGALESQUE PRESENTS: THE MOON GLORIOUS PARTY!
WEDNESDAY: 11 PM – MIDNIGHT - BLASTOFF STAGE

The Gathering has always been a place possessed of mysteries and secrets woven into the darkness
of its transient landscape. Wanderers may �nd themselves drawn to strange corners, held as though
in a hypnotic trance by strobing �gures commanding light and shadow, channeling ancient magic
through a eurythmic expression of sacred geometry. Once caught in this fugue of sight, sound, and
sensation you have now entered... Bizarro World! The Magic Monks return once again to captivate
and entertain the Juggalos with a �aming demonstration of delightful danger that carries on well
into the night! All are welcome to join in if they have a physical talent they would like to share.
We're keeping it lit with some of the hottest spectacles to behold at The Gathering of The Juggalos! 

BIZARRO WORLD
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY: MIDNIGHT – 4 AM 

Take it from us, Juggalos, when they say "Don’t try this at home", don't. Let this guy do it instead!
We present for the �rst time at The Gathering of The Juggalos a triple threat! Podcaster, stuntman
and comedian Zack Holmes aka Zackass! You've seen this big boy on the big screen as part of the
cultural phenomenon that was "Jackass Forever" and now he's come to kick it live and in the
substantial �esh! This time around, the only bones he's breaking are your funny bones as he
delivers a stand-up sermon relating to the audience just what it means to be Too Stupid to Die! 

ZACKASS
THURSDAY: 11 PM – MIDNIGHT - BLASTOFF STAGE  

Since before the reveal of The 6th Joker's Card, it's always been a Wicked Clown's prerogative to keep
Juggalos guessing! The tradition lives on as The Gathering of The Juggalos presents: The Mystery
Seminar hosted by the Insane Clown Posse! Consider this a pivotal reminder that the nature of this
seminar could be anything! Perhaps it’s enlightening news concerning the future of Psychopathic
Records? Maybe it's an hour straight of Violent J showing o� this collection of mini-Bigfoot �gurines??
A surprise concert!?! Evil Dead's retirement party?!?!? All we can do is speculate! The only way to know
for certain is to be there yourself when the Mystery Seminar goes down at The Gathering of The Juggalos!  

ICP MYSTERY SEMINAR 
SATURDAY: 2 – 3 PM - BLASTOFF STAGE  



ARM WRESTLING COMPETITION   WEDNESDAY: 3:30 – 4:30 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE
Step right up, step right up! We present for your Gathering amusement the bee�est, manliest, most succulent competitive sport
known to man! Juggalos are no strangers to wrestling events, and this one is a Strictly Forearms-Only Title Match! We're talking
about the ol' jailhouse classic: Competitive Arm Wrestling! This elimination-style event pits Juggalo against Juggalo in a one-on
one test of strength and appendage superiority! So, whether you're a surly cat with a chip on your shoulder packing Hulkster
pythons or a determined noodle armed ninja rockin' 17 spirit with something to prove, step up and show the crowd what you're
made of at The Gathering of The Juggalos Arm Wrestling Competition!
Prizes: 1st Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque, Rare GOTJ Amulet & $150 gift certi�cate; 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $75 gift certi�cate;
and 3rd Place – Rare GOTJ amulet and $50 gift certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the
contest begins.

1st Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque, Set of 15 Foil Epic cards, The Shaggy Show Promo Card & Rare GOTJ Amulet. 2nd Place—The Shaggy Show Promo Card
& Rare GOTJ Amulet. Those wishing to play should show up at least 15 minutes before the tournament begins and need to know how to play to compete.
.

Prizes: 1st Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque, $100 Gift Certi�cate & Rare GOTJ Amulet. 2nd Place—$50 Gift Certi�cate & Rare GOTJ Amulet. 3rd Place 
Rare GOTJ Amulet. Those wishing to play should show up at least 15 minutes before the tournament begins and need to know how to play
and deal to compete.
.

Prizes: 1st Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque, 10 Holographic Ending Cards, & Rare GOTJ Amulet.  2nd Place—10 Holographic Ending Cards & Rare
GOTJ Amulet. Those wishing to play should show up at least 15 minutes before the tournament begins and need to know how to play to compete.
.

Prizes: 1st Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $200 gift certi�cate; 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $100 gift certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show
up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.  

Prizes: 1st Place (for each member of the winning Inner Circle) — $25 Gift Certi�cate & Rare GOTJ Amulet.
.

Prizes: 1st Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque, Rare GOTJ Amulet & $200 gift certi�cate; 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $100 gift certi�cate; and
3rd Place – Rare GOTJ amulet & $50 gift certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.

MR JUGGALO CONTEST   WEDNESDAY: 5 – 6 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE
Itttt’ssssssss baaaaaaaccckk! That's right Juggalos and Juggalettes, this is the only place you'll get to see the fellas REALLY show
you what they're working with! Mr. Juggalo returns!! Hosted by Mankini, we've got 12 contestants that will compete in 3 rounds
judged by a panel on a 10pt ranking system, featuring a swimsuit round, talent round, and personality round! There will be 3
winners! 2nd & 3rd place will receive a sash and special T Shirt, 1st place will receive an EXTRA special sash, a super dope crown,
and a crisp $100 gift certi�cate! If you want to compete, we will need you to show up at least an hour early, for ample time to
set up and get everyone prepped!

Lock'n'load, Juggalos! The name of the game is dead aim when The Gathering o�ers for the �rst time ever, the classic arcade
sport known as Laser Tag! After sunset, we will be opening up admission to this nighttime attraction: A tent specially out�tted
with an obstacle course, fog machine, and fresh lighting e�ects to serve as the battleground where you and a bunch of homies
can face each other or an opposing crew in a match to out-blast, out-zap, and out-clap one another! Think you got moves like
the Predator? Or does it turn out Stormtrooper aim is the best you got? The bragging rights are on the line and yours to win
when you give Laser Tag a shot at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

Are you good enough to play both the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling
elimination-style tournament. 

Crush your opponents on your quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination-style tournament. 

It’s time to leave this mud ball we call home and journey into deep space whether by use of out of body experiences,
meditation, or communing with extraterrestrial life in order to catch a ride! They say what goes up must come down…but
in deep space you just kind of keep going forever. This tournament will require the highest levels of ninja tactics and some
fresh ass karma! 

Juggalos and face paint go together like blunts and lighters. Like Better Made chips and Faygo. Like Moon Glorious and the
neighborhood watch. This year we're kicking that awesome expression of design talent up to the next level in this Bohemian
style contest that encompasses the entire human canvas! The Face & Body Painting Contest challenges Juggalos to create
living, breathing pieces of art using the brushes and body paints we supply! All you need to bring is a willing Gathering
buddy to act as your model and contestants will have one hour to impress our panel of judges with the illest body paint
 designs, which will be scored based on creativity, artist's ability and amount of exposed skin used!  

You can take your daddy's little beanbag lawn games and shove it! From the dry planes of Nevada, where the UFOs are not a gimmick
and realer than your auntie's injected lips, the Reno Rydas have abducted the classic game of cornhole and forcefully injected an outer
space makeover for The Gathering of The Juggalos! The devastating desert clique presents a sick tourney edition that pits the aim and
accuracy of two opponents against one another in a bid to see who's really the Boss of the Bag Throw, complete with plenty of social
lubricant and friendly Juggalo shit-talk…but that's purely speculation.  We're makin' a whole friggin' thing about crowning The King of
the Flingin' Floobs, so show and prove by showing us your probe hole at The Gathering of The Juggalos!  

Battle it out in this elimination heads-up tournament to decide who is the ultimate and undisputed champion of GOTJ 2023!

LASER TAG  WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY: 11 PM – 4 AM & FRIDAY: MIDNIGHT – 4 AM / BLASTOFF STAGE

INTO THE ECHOSIDE HEADS-UP TOURNAMENT  THURSDAY: NOON – 3PM / MAD MOVIES TENT

TEXAS HOLD’EM TOURNAMENT  THURSDAY: 1:30 – 4PM / MAD MOVES TENT

QUEST FOR SHANGRI-LA TOURNAMENT   THURSDAY: 1:30 – 4PM / MAD MOVIES TENT

MORTON’S LIST ESCAPE THE PLANET TOURNAMENT   THURSDAY: 3 – 4PM / MAD MOVIES TENT

BODY & FACE PAINTING CONTEST   THURSDAY: 3:30 – 4:30 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

RENO RYDAZ ALIEN PROBE CORNHOLE TOURNAMENT   THURSDAY: 5 – 6 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

Prizes: 1st Place –Rare GOTJ Amulet & $500 in Cash; 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $200 gift certi�cate; and
3rd Place – Rare GOTJ amulet & $100 gift certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the
contest begins. A private dressing area will be provided.  

Oh-em-gee ninjas, that July sun is hot like a Hell's Pit Pool Party at one of Ouija Macc's demon girls' house! Speaking of hot,
since it's the time of year for bottle rockets and Faygo Bomb Pops, we're bringing out the bombshells with The Gathering of
The Juggalos Wet T-Shirt Contest! If you know, you already know and if not, now is a great time to get familiar with this
throwdown that's one part pageant and two parts party, all in the name of good Juggalo fun! You know it's The Gathering,
so we keep it wet, wild, and wicked with the quickness, AND the thiccness! 

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST   THURSDAY: 5 – 6 PM / MARTIAN STAGE
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NINJA OLYMPICS   THURSDAY NIGHT: 1 – 3 AM / INTERGALACTIC STAGE

c o n t i n u e d
Can you prove yourself a Ninja Master by battling through a �eld of determined warriors? This contest will require equal parts strength,
cunning, quickness, and prowess. The last ninja left standing will be able to tread upon the shattered corpses of their fallen foes to claim
their prize! In each of the �ve rounds, ninjas will have to battle one opponent to see if they can advance to the next. Round #1: Foam
Long Swords. Round #2: Foam Short Swords. Round #3: Sumo Wrestling. Round #4: Martial Arts (light contact to the torso only, with
protective gear). Round #5: Three vs. One Battle (try to last the longest against three ninjas using pugil sticks). Ninja referees will oversee
the bouts, with all rounds (except the last) being best out of �ve. In the end, there can be only one...could it be you?
Prize: Last ninja standing—GOTJ Gold Plaque, Rare GOTJ Amulet & $200 Gift Certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes
before the contest begins (32 competitors max; �rst come �rst serve, with those wearing ninja suits moving to the front of the line)

Prizes: There will be 2 games and 2 sets of winners. Prizes: 1st Place only – Custom Hockey Jersey, Rare GOTJ Amulet & $50 gift certi�cate with a chance
to win up to $200 in cash in the bonus round!

 Prizes: 1st , 2nd, and 3rd place custom Tom Wood Art Battle trophies 

JUGGALO CATCH 21   FRIDAY: 12:30 – 1:30 PM / BLASTOFF STAGEE

TOM WOOD’S ART BATTLE   FRIDAY: 2 – 3 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

THE JUGGALO NEWLYWED GAME   FRIDAY: 3:30 – 4:30 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

COSTUME CONTEST   FRIDAY: 5 – 6 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

QUEEN OF CHEEKS CONTEST     FRIDAY NIGHT: 12:20 – 1 AM/ BLASTOFF STAGE 

THE NEDEN GAME   SATURDAY: 12:30 –1:30 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

FLOWMASTER RAP BATTLE   SATURDAY: 3:30 – 4:30 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE   

BEAT THE DJ CONTEST   SATURDAY: 5 – 6 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE   

MISS JUGGALETTE PAGEANT   SATURDAY: 5 – 6 PM / MARTIAN STAGE   

Brought to you by The Gathering of the Juggalos and the �ctional Dark Carnival Games Show Network, get ready for: Juggalo
Catch 21! Tell Alfonso Riviera to go jump in a river, our version is hosted by Uncle Ju� and features two competing crews of
Juggalo homies going head-to-head in a classic game of blackjack-meets-Psychopathic-trivia with a strategic twist! Use Keep,
Freeze or Pass tactics to knock the other players out and achieve the coveted 21 for your chance to win big prizes! 

Artists will have 45 minutes in which to create their original, sci-themed masterpiece! 17 of the best and brightest artists in the
galaxy will be positioned on stage, while onlookers and fans will observe their progress. This is the ultimate platform to
demonstrate those jedi art skills you’ve been perfecting over a lifetime of practice and sacri�ce. Tom Wood, Cara Norris, and
Heather Marrs will judge the �nished works and award ribbons, rare GOTJ amulets and trophies to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Place Artists!
The competing artists must bring their own canvas, easels, paints, and brushes. No preliminary sketching on the canvas before
the event is allowed. Contestants own their painting and have the right to sell or keep. 

Sucka MCs need not apply for one of the Gathering's most prestigious and elite competitions! The time has come once again to
prove who has the sharpest o�-the-cu� mic skills in the Juggalo Underground at the one and only Flowmaster Rap Battle! The
art of freestyle battle is one of the most skillful and dynamic expressions of rap ability. From New York to Detroit, it is considered
a �xture in Hip-Hop culture, and the wide scope of the Juggalo Nation calls competitors from every corner to prove themselves
at the Gathering Battleground! For this contest, rappers will �rst freestyle for 30 seconds to a provided beat. Those deemed worthy
by the judges will then move into an elimination style battle, where two rappers at a time will compete directly against each
other. In the end, there can be only one!  Prizes: 1st Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque, Rare GOTJ Amulet and $300 in Cash and 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ
Amulet & $150 Gift Certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.

Think you got ears sharp as a Samurai katana? Are you the nerdy ninja in the whip that can drop hard facts about the playlist as
soon as the beat hits? Well we just might have the Gathering gameshow for you! Inspired by the classic Name-That-Tune show
but with its own Juggalo �avor like a Faygo Twist, come Beat the DJ, where three contestants at a time attempt to outfox each
other on the music trivia tip as quickly as possible! Over the course of four rounds, our Psychopathic-certi�ed DJ will test just how
tight those skills are, hitting the competitor's ears with �ips and reverses like a Missy Elliott joint as well as other surprises until
only one ninja is left standing! Prizes: 1st Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $100 gift certi�cate, with a chance to win an additional $200 gift certi�cate in
the bonus round! Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.  

It simply wouldn't be The Gathering of The Juggalos without our annual pageant to crown this year's Queen of the Underground!
This contest is a far cry from your granny's Miss Wholesome USA Pageant!  Ours is a sensational celebration for the psycho vixens
of The Dark Carnival! True to Juggalo form with all the face paint, wild antics, and extraordinary personalities of the contestants
on full display, this iconic contest is comprised of 3 rounds: Personality, Talent & Swimsuit! We don't need no magic mirror, we
leave it up to the Juggalos to decide who's the wickedest of them all! Think you have what it takes to wear the prestigious sash
of Miss Juggalette? Show up early with your A-game and let's see what you got, Ninjette!  Prizes: 1st Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque, Backstage
Pass, Rare GOTJ Amulet & $300 in cash; 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $200 Gift Certi�cate; and 3rd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $100 gift certi�cate.
Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins and bring their own swimsuit (or comparable attire) with them.
A private dressing area will be provided as well as any music needed for the talent round.
 

Juggalos and Juggalettes… Come one, come all, to the 2nd Annual Queen Of Cheeks contest!! This year we will see new games,
prizes, and twice as much fun, not to mention MORE LADIES! Do YOU have what it takes to win? Is your ass OUT OF THIS WORLD?
Well, bring that talented booty to the Queen Of Cheeks contest where the Juggalos in the crowd will choose the next Royal booty.
Mizz Marrs & Lady Rome will be taking signups starting at midnight before events begin. Show up early to secure your spot to
compete and show us what you’re working with! See you there with your assets in the air! 

Calling all Romeo Homies and Juggalette Juliettes, it's gameshow time! Who's up for The Gathering quiz show classic of clown
painted connection to warm your romantic-ish heart? It's The Neden Game! Now is your chance to put your mastery of mackin'
it to the test against your fellow thirsty scrubbies for a chance to win a Gathering date with the mysterious stranger quizzing
you to �nd out if you're whack or not! There will be one round each for both the Juggalos and the Juggalettes to play by
answering questions put out by your potential date! Things have been known to get spicy like a plate of Manny's wings, so turn
on the charm and prove you're the pimpest of all! Contestants should show up 30 minutes prior to the event if they wish to participate. 

Do NOT adjust your rabbit ears and tell the ghost of Fred Barry to chill out, this ain't no Rerun! This is The Newlywed Game:
The Juggalo Gathering Edition! Any Couple (no matter how long they’ve been together) can compete in this twisted take on
an American game show classic. Hosted by comedian extortioner Alex Ja�e, get ready for some hilarious and revealing
questions as the contestants are tested on just how well they actually know their partners. The winning couple will receive
ICP’s VIP Experience (including gift bag items) and then get to immediately meet with ICP and participate in the Faygo
Armageddon at the climax of ICP’ show on Saturday night!!! Now that is an awesome date!!!! Any couple wishing to compete
should show up no later than 30 minutes before the show begins.  

Do you walk among this crowded Earth feeling like you are something else entirely? Do you feel the true form of your Juggalo Spirit
is dumbed down to meet the needs of your mundane daily life? Perhaps that people suit you wear in your day-to-day existence is
the real disguise, that's why we're inviting you to show The Family your �nal form and come kick it at The Gathering of The Juggalos
Costume Contest! This showcase of cut and stitch skills captures the heights of wicked creative expression, from Joker Card cosplay
to Psychopathic Power Armor, and with the UFOs hovering overhead there's no telling the strange sights you will witness at The
Gathering of The Juggalos!   Prizes: 1st Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque, Rare GOTJ Amulet & $200 gift certi�cate; 2nd Place – Rare GOTJ Amulet & $100 gift
certi�cate; and 3rd Place – Rare GOTJ amulet & $50 gift certi�cate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins
. A private dressing area will be provided.
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GOTJ’S CANNED FOOD DRIVE    24 HOURS A DAY / INFO TENT
Consider us The Clan of The Nourishing Ninjas because we're on a mission to slay starvation, and we want you to
join us! That's why this year we'll be hosting an amazing, out of this world Food Drive at The Gathering of the
Juggalos! Please bring your canned goods, non-perishables, and hygiene products to the Info Tent. All donations
are welcome & each ninja who donates at least �ve items will be given a super fresh collectible sticker. All proceeds
collected will go to the Zanesville Salvation Army. If you ask us, anybody down to raise karma and �ll bellies
quali�es as a Certi�ed Super Ninja and deserves a double dose of Clown Love for looking out!

MAD MOVIES TENT    24 HOURS A DAY / MAD MOVIES TENT

FREE TATTOOS BY OBSCURA  WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY: NOON – 8 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE

MEDITATE WITH MAL (NO BULLSHIT MEDITATION)    EVERYDAY: 10 AM / INFO TENT

Whether you're seeking shelter from errant tractor beams or the ruthless daytime sun, we got the perfect place
for you to lay low at The Mad Movie Tent! Just like last year, we're hooking y'all up with a spot to post up, cool o�,
and zone out in a fully air-conditioned tent where we'll be running a sci-� movie marathon all throughout
The Gathering, 24 hours a day! Plop your ass onto one of the many couches we have set up and get cozy while
we entertain your eyeballs with certi�ed genre classics and dope ICP content during intermission! Who gives
you hook-ups like this? Nobody, that's who…unless you're getting down Gathering-style!

Worlds collide as Ink Nation joins The Juggalo Nation by hooking y'all up with some fresh, free-of-charge skin
art! It's Obscura by way of ICP, who are o�ering 10 small Psychopathic-inspired tattoo designs! Here's how it
works: At the beginning of each day, we will be taking names and phone numbers, and you will be given an
approximate time to come back for your tattoo. We will then text you when it’s your turn, and you will be
given a 10-minute grace period to show up. This is a FREE hook-up, so there is a limit of one tattoo per person,
and we will not accept anyone who is drunk or under the in�uence. We want to help you represent as clean
and safely as possible. So, stop by to see us as we show love to our Juggalo family in the best way we know how!

Peace. Come kick it with AL MAL aka AdotWAKE, the baddest indie hip hop artist and meditation ninja around!
This is for all you Juggalos who wanna get in on some meditation action without any of that new-age bullshit.
AL MAL's got your back with quick and easy meditation techniques that you can learn in a snap. Learn how to
incorporate this ninja shit into your life in the �rst few minutes. No bullshit, just real talk and practical techniques
ALL Juggalos can vibe with. Just meet up at the Info Tent any day of the Gathering at 10 am, then we will walk
to the pond. All you need to bring is your badass self, unless you wanna bring a chair for some extra comfort.
This is a hella quick meet-up so you can get back to the other GOTJ freshness quick after you get all zen-like with
your Juggalo fam. Peace.

Come sing your favorite classic karaoke jams live on stage at this year’s Gathering! With your host
and DJ o�ciale - SayRaah!

KARAOKE!    WEDNESDAY: NOON – 2 PM / MARTIAN STAGE  



CARNIVAL RIDES    EVERYDAY: 2PM – MIDNIGHT / NEAR INTERGALACTIC STAGE 

C O N T I N U E D

Who's ready to get topsy-turvy with it? Afterall, what's The Dark Carnival without some free RIDES, homie?! Hop
on and witness the Gathering grounds from a new perspective on high, as you spin, dip, sway, turn and rise on
one of these tried-and-true carnie classics! These bad boys will be running from 2 pm to the close of the
Intergalactic Stage each day, so you can even catch your favorite artists while enjoying some old-fashioned
stomach-churning fun at The Gathering of The Juggalos!

WELCOME HOME PARADE   WEDNESDAY: 4 PM / INFO TENT 
Welcome home, Juggalos! Come one, come all to an out-of-this-world parade that will orbit the galaxy around
the Valley of Legend!! On this journey, intergalactic family will be throwing out space munchies, cosmic candies,
and other surprises. Anyone can join, either on a solo mission or to represent your crew or camp. Line up with
your banners, megaphones, and treats by the Info Tent at 3:30 pm. Blast o� is at 4:00 pm. Don’t worry, if you
miss the launch, you can always invade when it passes by your campsite!  The voyage ends back where it
started with a Big Bang and a Pow Boom!

ALIEN ENCOUNTER: A SCI-FI HAUNT   EVERYDAY: 10 PM – 4 AM / HAUNTED HOUSE
It’s time Juggalos and Juggalettes! From the one who brought you the House of Horrors last year, we present to
you a terrifying intergalactic adventure, where you’ll experience �rsthand what goes down during an alien invasion.
As you step through the doors, you'll �nd yourself transported to a world beyond your wildest imagination, where
extraterrestrial beings have taken over and are out for blood. The air is thick with tension, and you can feel the
presence of something sinister lurking around every corner. As you make your way through this intergalactic
attraction, you'll encounter a series of chilling creatures that are sure to make you question whether you are really
still on Earth or another planet. Come test your bravery and see if you can survive ALIEN ENCOUNTER! 

MAD MAN PONDO’S JCW TRYOUTS   WED  NIGHT: 1 – 3 AM / INTERGALACTIC STAGE
So you think you're hardcore, jabroni?! Step into the squared circle and show the former JCW World Champion
Mad Man Pondo what you're made of! Call it The Gathering School of Hard Knocks when this �rst-class instructor
in the ancient art of Stop Sign-fu takes you to task and elevates your wrestling game to the next level! Many ninjas
think they’ve got what it takes, but in this exclusive exhibition, Pondo will teach you the �ner details of holds,
submissions and showmanship required to �ne tune those rough edges of yours and hone that feeble body into
a certi�ed sports entertainment spectacle! It’s education meets high-impact entertainment! Prove yourself
worthy and you will have the opportunity to wrestle in the opening match during Bloodymania 16 on Friday
night! Those wishing to participate should be at the Info Tent at 12:45 am (Wednesday night / Thursday morning). 

PLEASANTLY OFFENSIVE OPEN MIC!   FRIDAY: NOON – 2 PM / MARTIAN STAGE
We all know Juggalos are full of skills they are willing to share! So come show o� more than just your butthole
atthis year’s open mic! We are showcasing all kinds of talent from music to comedy, spoken word, even magic!
Each performance gets approximately 3-5 minutes including any set up time.  

JUGGALO FLEA MARKET, PODCAST SUPER SHOW & STREET TEAM FIESTA PARTY!
THURSDAY: NOON – 3 PM / BLASTOFF STAGE
For Juggalos By Juggalos ain't a by-line bitch…it's a lifestyle and one we celebrate to the fullest! This is a three
hour event celebrating the Dark Carnival community in all of its DIY dopeness! We're expanding on last year's
Podcast Super Show, where all of the content creators from all four corners of the interwebs are merging in one
spot for an epic broadcast by adding two extra tiers of �avor! Those enjoying the podcast event will also be able
to check out the Juggalo Flea Market and peruse a variety of unique items for sale courtesy of talented unsung
creative sellers from all over the country! But that's not all! While ALL this devastation is at hand, The Psychopathic
Street Team will be hard at work serving hot plates of that good ish! That's right, the Psychopathic Soldiers will be
slangin' tacos for hungry bellies to enjoy along with all this other cool shit! We got The Family in full e�ect and
showing their best at The Gathering of The Juggalos! If you're interested in running one of the many tables at the
Juggalo �ea market, show up at 11am Thursday morning with a minimum of 20 items to sell (no bootlegs or food).
You will then be assigned a table by GOTJ sta�. There is no fee for the table, and no cut of your sales! 
Podcast Super Show Includes: All Wrongs Reserved,  Deck One Dealt,  Faygoluvers,  Humble Among,  Mankini TV,
Replicon Radio,  Team MUJ's Weekly Wicked Webshow,  The Hi Noon Safe Sesh w/ @ALMALmusic,
The Thuggalo Show,  Ugly Juggalos Podcast  
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AKASHIC CONNECTIONS
Since 2015 we have been
traveling around the world
collecting items of signi�cant
cultural value. Everything in my
booth is hand collected, hand
sourced, or handmade by me. I
o�er unique handmade clothing,
blankets, bags, singing bowls,
lamps, jewelry, crystals and more.

CHAPTER 17
This is the one stop shop for all
your Chapter 17 needs. Ouija
Macc is bringing the drip!
Featuring RARE & EXCLUSIVE
items specially curated for the
Gathering including limited
Jewelry & Audio. We are all
the pages.

DEAD CANVAS ART CO.
Forged from the Dark Carnival
itself, Dead Canvas Art Co will
be bringing out-of-this-world
chaos for you to feast your soul
upon! Get ready to meet your
favorite Juggalo artists & bring
home a piece of the Gathering.
Canvases, shirts, hats, prints,
patches, keychains, stickers,
and more!

DEAD INK APPAREL

D-TOWN JEWELERS LLC

Dead Ink Apparel is a brand of
horror-inspired streetwear and
has been providing unique
designs to the masses since
2011.

For years we’ve provided quality
jewelry at a�ordable prices to
Juggalos worldwide. We’ve worked
with ICP and Psychopathic Records,
Ouija Macc, Chapter 17 Records,
Esham, Shaggy the Airhead and
many more. We’re bringing mold
kits for grills, sterling silver and
novelty jewelry, and some fandom
goodies for this year’s Gathering.

CLOWNVIS MERCH BOOTH
Your Gathering isn't complete
until you've stopped by the
Clownvis Merch Booth! Clownvis
is known for having crazy fresh
merch, including some killer
Gathering exclusive items! The
King of Clowns will be hanging at
the booth between hosting duties.
Stop by for a photo and grab some
out-of-this-world Clownvis merch! 

BLUNTMAN’S
ONE STOP SHOP

Get ready to get your wigs
�ipped. We are back and bigger
than ever. Here to take care of
all your smoking needs. Also
featuring Get Blitzed nano
infused syrup.

This large and vibrant bazaar features a plethora
of all types of vendors selling a whole range of
treasures for you to peep out. The Merch Bazaar
is also the spot to �nd all the merch from every
artist performing at the Gathering this year.
Make sure to keep checking back from day to
day, as some vendors will change.
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ETERNAL HAVEN GAMING

Lazy and Crazy is a clothing
brand created by Psychopathic
Records producer Shaggythe-
airhead. The entire booth is full
of Gathering-exclusive items!
From reversible bucket hats to
the most comfortable t-shirts,
we will make sure you turn heads
in every direction! Everything is
limited so once it’s sold out, it’s
gone! For good! MCL! 

Pinpokalypse specializes in de-
signing and distributing the
highest quality enamel pins at
a�ordable prices for over 11
years. Additionally, we produce
shirts, keychains, and more.
Consistently o�ering over 1000
available pins, we pride ourselves
on being a micro art gallery that
anyone can easily spend hours
exploring.

Every Psychopathic Soldier needs a
uniform, and there's no better place
to build yours than at the o�cial Psy-
chopathic Records Merch Tent! This is
your one-stop shop for The Label
That Runs Beneath the Streets, with
everything from charms to hoodies to
rare, exclusive, Gathering-edition
merchandise! It's also the ONLY place
to cop tour-exclusive items from BOTH
of The Wicked Clowns' individual solo
tours in one spot, so don't miss out!

WICKED DREAM
CREATIONS
Be sure to �y, teleport, or even
beam your way over to the tent
of Wicked Dreams. We will have
intergalactic Creations such as
Mirrors, Hatpins, Jewelry, Key-
chains, Decals, Stickers, Home
Décor, Clothing and Much More!
Follow the trail of Butter�ies and
come meet us in person.
We come in PEACE!

TOM WOOD’S
TRAVELING ART EMPORIUM 
Tom Wood brings his legendary
Traveling Art Emporium to
GOTJ 23! Come to Merch Row
and meet the man himself, while
you see or shop the hundreds of
classic and new pieces. Prints,
canvases, blankets, �ags, Zippos
 and more to choose from. Tom
will sign or personalize any of
his works...but no more boof
ducks, for God sakes!

McGee’s Oddities & Antiques.
Your one stop shop for any
weird, strange, obscure, and
unusua. Follow our Facebook
page @McGee’s Oddities &
Antiques for a full list of items.

It’s time for carnival games and 
prizes! Dunk or be dunked in 
our out-of-this-world dunk 
tank! Test your might at the 
Juggalo vs high striker 
machine! Try your skills against 
others in videogame contests! 
With FREE daily cosplay and 
ra�e events, come join the 
fun!

LAZY AND CRAZY

MYTHICAL MERCH

PSYCHOPATHIC RECORDS

MCGEE’S
ODDITIES & ANTIQUES

Join us in creating Gathering history
with Morton’s List:  Limitless Inspi-
ration For Exploration, the forth-
coming 2nd edition of the hard-to-
�nd cult classic game of real-life
adventure. Playtest Quests, con-
tribute ideas & art, and get the latest
fall 2023 book & app Kickstarter
updates at the Morton’s List Merch
Booth!

MORTON’S LIST: LIMITLESS
INSPIRATION FOR EXPLORATION PRE-RELEASE

GRASSROOTS
CALIFORNIA

NOMADIC MOVEMENT

Counterculture streetwear. 
Hats, apparel, art, jewelry, 
accessories, pins and more!

Nomadic@nomadicmove-
ment.com Festival Fashion x 
Streetwear. Hats, Sunglasses & 
Apparel.



GALAXY QUEST The Matrix The Matrix Reloaded 

Karaoke!

LUNATIK & SUNSHINE’S
BIZZAR WEDDING

IntHORgalactic
Smoke Session

Arm Wrestling
Competition

Mr. Juggalo
Pageant

FREEZE
MARTIN

SUMMONERS
CIRCLE

Zombi3
CULT

FREEZE
MF

BENNY
BUTTONZ

AL MAL

KINGSMEN

WEDNESDAY
JULY 5TH

Into the Echoside
HEADS-UP TOURNAMENT

Texas Holdem & Quest for
Shangri La TOURNAMENT TheY LIVE

JUGGALO FLEA MARKET / PODCAST SUPER SHOW
STREET TEAM TACO FIESTA PARTY

BODY & FACE
PAINTING CONTEST

RENO RYDAZ ALIEN PROBE
CORNHOLE TOURNAMENT

KORIHOR

HEATHEN
SUN 

ABSTRAKT SEEN
LOC 

REDE
FIND 

WIL E. HAZE
& FAYGO GANG

MORTON’S LIST
ESCAPE THE PLANET

TOURNAMENT

BARZ! WET T-SHIRT
CONTEST

THE WORLDS END Edge of Tomorrow TOTAL RECALL STAR TREK 2: THE WRATH OF KhaN

Pleasantly Offensive
Open Mic!

JUGGALO
CATCH 21

TOM WOOD’S
ART BATTLE

THE JUGGALO
NEWLYWED GAME

COSTUME
CONTEST

FACETAT
MAMI

JVNE
BVG

KACE
CAYNE

BABBLE
THE

DEMON

HATCHETMAN
PROJECT

NORMUNDY

MATT
FOY

DARBY
O’TRILL

TRANSFORMERS
THE MOVIE (1985)

THE HITCHHIKERS GUIDE
TO THE GALAXY ATTACK THE BLOCK INDEPENDENCE DAY

THE NEDEN
GAME

ICP MYSTERY
SEMINAR

FLOWMASTER
RAP BATTLE BEAT THE DJ

ROB
ZILLA SHILOW

THE GOD
BOMBS

TSO-
GHOSTLY

BELUSHI
SPEED BALL

MISS JUGGALETTe
CONTEST

NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM

INTERGALaCTIC STAGE

BLASTOFF STAGE

MARTIAN STAGE

MAD MOVIES TENT

ALIEN ENCOUNTER
A SCI-FI HAUNT

IN THE BLASTOFF TENT
LASER TAG

BIZARRO WORLD

MEDITATE WITH MAL 10AM AT INFO TENT WELCOME HOME PARADE 4PM AT INFO TENT

MAIN STAGE HOST:
UNCLE JUFF &
DJ Devereaux

THURSDAY
JULY 6TH

MAIN STAGE HOST:
ZACKASS &
DJ CHUNK

FRIDAY
JULY 7TH

SATURDAY
JULY 8TH

NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM

INTERGALaCTIC STAGE

BLASTOFF STAGE

MARTIAN STAGE

MAD MOVIES TENT

ALIEN ENCOUNTER
A SCI-FI HAUNT

IN THE BLASTOFF TENT
LASER TAG

BIZARRO WORLD

MEDITATE WITH MAL 10AM AT INFO TENT

NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM

INTERGALaCTIC STAGE

BLASTOFF STAGE

MARTIAN STAGE

MAD MOVIES TENT

ALIEN ENCOUNTER
A SCI-FI HAUNT

IN THE BLASTOFF TENT
LASER TAG

BIZARRO WORLD

MEDITATE WITH MAL 10AM AT INFO TENT

MEDITATE WITH MAL 10AM AT INFO TENT

NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM

INTERGALaCTIC STAGE

BLASTOFF STAGE

MARTIAN STAGE

MAD MOVIES TENT

ALIEN ENCOUNTER
A SCI-FI HAUNT

KILLER CLOWNS FROM
OUTER SPACE 

MAIN STAGE HOST:
VAMPIRO &

DJ SHAGGY THE
AIRHEAD

MAIN STAGE HOST:
CLOWNVIS &

DJ CLAY



District 9 DARK
FURYThe Fifth Element Serenity (2005)

Juggalesque PRESENTS:
The Moon Glorious Party! 

KUNG FU
VAMPIRE

DROPOUT
KINGS

THE
6IXAL MAL HEXXX NATAS Mad Man Pondo’s JCW Tryouts

CLOWNVIS’S Pitch Black Flashlight & Glowstick Blastoff Party

NGS TREY
MAGIC

GUNNERB THE
COURSING

BIG
FLUFF

TIERRE
DIAZ ZITRO

KLOKWERK 
E

The Chronicles of Riddick

ALIEN ENCOUNTER A SCI-FI HAUNT

LASER TAG

BIZARRO WORLD

Guardians of the Galaxy Cloverfield A Quiet Place

ZACKASS 

SPONGE RIFF RAFF WICKED CLOWNS
FROM OUTER SPACE

ARRESTED
DEVELOPMENT NINJA OLYMPICS

CHAPTER 17 PRESENTS: JUGGALO JIM’S BLT BLOWDOWN!
THE MOST POPPIN’ PARTY ON THE PLANET!

NEKRO
GOBLIKON

RAVEN
BLACK

R.A. THE
RUGGED MAN D LOC

Starship Troopers NOPE

ALIEN ENCOUNTER A SCI-FI HAUNT

LASER TAG

BIZARRO WORLD

WAR OF THE WORLDS THE THINGSTAR TREK 2: THE WRATH OF KhaN MARS ATTACKS

QUEEN OF CHEEKS
CONTEST 

MAC
SABBATH YELAWOLFJ

P
WHITNEY
PEYTON OUIJA MACCRITTZ Bloodymania 16

Rage in a Cage Electrified Fury 2: VOLTAGE LETHAL!!! 

SHAGGY THE AIRHEAD & DEVEREAUX’S GREEN FOAM
ALIEN HUMAN ABDUCTION PARTY

MADCHILD SHAKEWELL FREEWILL LARDI B

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND

ALIEN ENCOUNTER A SCI-FI HAUNT

LASER TAG

BIZARRO WORLD

MEN IN BLACKINDEPENDENCE DAY ALIENS

KRIZZ
KALIKO

S
H
G

9 DEAD ALIEN ANT
FARM CITY MORGUE WICKED CLOWNS FROM

OUTER SPACE 2

MIKE CLARK’S OUT THIS ORBIT ATMOSPHERIC AFTER PARTY

SUPER 8PREDATOR

ALIEN ENCOUNTER A SCI-FI HAUNT

7PM 8PM 9PM 1OPM 11PM 12MID 1AM 2AM 3AM 4AM

WELCOME HOME PARADE 4PM AT INFO TENT FREE TATtOOS BY OBSCURA TATTOOS: NOON TO 8PM AT BLASTOFF STAGE

7PM 8PM 9PM 1OPM 11PM 12MID 1AM 2AM 3AM 4AM

FREE TATtOOS BY OBSCURA TATTOOS: NOON TO 8PM AT BLASTOFF STAGE

7PM 8PM 9PM 1OPM 11PM 12MID 1AM 2AM 3AM 4AM

7PM 8PM 9PM 1OPM 11PM 12MID 1AM 2AM 3AM 4AM

KILLER CLOWNS FROM
OUTER SPACE 

Performance

Sideshow

Late Night Party

Competition

Other Flavor
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